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(54) Title: A DEVICE FOR DETECTING THE PRESENCE OR AMOUNT OF AN ANALYTE IN A FLUID SAMPLE AND 
METHOD THEREOF

(57) Abstract: A device for detecting the presence or amount of an analyte in a fluid sample and method thereof, comprises a sample 
collector and a receiving cup for receiving and holding the sample collector within the receiving cup. The sample collector contains 
a compressible absorbent member for collecting the fluid sample, and has a first position and a second, locked position within the 
receiving cup. The absorbent member is uncompressed in the first position and is compressed in the second, locked position. The 
sample collector or the receiving cup has at least one test element having reagents for detecting the presence or amount of the analyte 
in the fluid sample.
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Devices and Methods for Detecting Analytes in Fluid Samples

Field of the Invention

[0001] The present invention relates to a device and method for detecting the presence 

or amount of an analyte in a fluid sample.

Background of the Invention

[0002] The following Background of the Invention is intended to aid the reader in 

understanding the invention and is not admitted to be prior art.

[0003] A variety of sample collection and test devices for clinical or home uses are 

available and described in the literature. For example, US 5,376,337 discloses a saliva 

sampling device in which a piece of filter paper is used to collect saliva from a test subject’s 

mouth and transfer the saliva to an indicator. US 5,576,009 and US 5,352,410 each disclose a 

syringe type fluid sampling device. In these devices, the collected fluid sample cannot be 

saved for confirmation testing at a later time after the initial result is obtained.

[0004] Many of other sample collection and test devices are inefficient in sample 

extraction from the collection device. Many of these devices are also very complex in their 

design and manufacture, and require the use of relatively expensive materials.

Summary of the Invention

[0005] The present invention provides devices and methods for detecting the presence 

or amount of an analyte in a liquid sample. In one embodiment the liquid sample is saliva and 

the analyte is ethanol or a drug of abuse. The device can contain a sample collector and a 

receiving cup. The sample collector can contain an absorbent material configured so that the 

sample collector is conveniently placed into the mouth of a test subject. When the absorbent 

material has been filled with saliva, the sample collector is inserted into the receiving cup of the 

device, and placed into a locked position (e.g., by screwing the sample collector into the 

receiving cup). This causes the absorbent material to be compressed and sample to be 

extracted and moved onto a test element, which detects the presence or amount of the analyte of
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interest.

[0006] Thus, in a first aspectthe present invention provides a device for detecting the 

presence or amount of an analyte in a fluid sample. The device has a sample collector 

containing a compressible absorbent member for collecting the fluid sample. The device also 

contains a receiving cup for receiving and holding the sample collector within the receiving cup. 

The sample collector has a first position and a second, locked position within the receiving cup, 

the absorbent member being uncompressed in the first position and being compressed and held 

within the cup in the second, locked position. The sample collector or the receiving cup also 

contains at least one test element having reagents for detecting the presence or amount of the 

analyte in the fluid sample. The test element is in fluid communication with the absorbent 

member when the sample collector is in the second, locked position.

[0007] In one embodiment the sample collector contains a test element holder housing 

the test element. The test element can be in fluid communication with the absorbent member 

through a passageway in the sample collector connecting the absorbent member and the test 

element. In one embodiment the absorbent pad is positioned between the passageway and the 

test element. The sample collector can have circumferential screw threads, and the receiving 

cup can have circumferential receiving threads. In one embodiment the screw threads and 

receiving threads are engaged when the sample collector is in the second, locked position.

[0008] In one embodiment the receiving cup is sealed from fluid communication with 

the exterior when the sample collector is in the second, locked position. In another 

embodiment the sample collector and the receiving cup are joined by a snap fit connection 

when the sample collector is in the second, locked position. The absorbent member can be a 

sponge suitable for placing in the mouth of a test subject, and the fluid sample can be saliva.

[0009] In one embodiment the sample collector has a flattened handle for manually 

gripping the sample collector, and the receiving cup contains the test element. The absorbent 

member can be in fluid communication with the test element through a passageway in the 

receiving cup when the sample collector is in the second, locked position.

[0010] In another aspect the present invention provides a device for detecting the 

presence or amount of an analyte in a fluid sample. The device contains a sample collector 

that has screw threads and a compressible absorbent member for collecting the fluid sample.

2
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The device also has a receiving cup for receiving and holding the sample collector within the 

receiving cup, and the receiving cup contains receiving threads. The sample collector has a 

first position within the receiving cup, and a second, locked position within the receiving cup 

where the screw threads and receiving threads are engaged. The absorbent member is 

uncompressed in the first position and is compressed and held within the cup in the second, 

locked position. The receiving cup is directly connected to a test element holder containing at 

least one test element, which has reagents for detecting the presence or amount of the analyte in 

the fluid sample. The test element is in fluid communication with the absorbent member when 

the sample collector is in the second, locked position.

[0011] In another aspect, the present invention provides methods for detecting the 

presence or amount of an analyte in a fluid sample. The methods involve using a device as 

disclosed herein. The steps include placing a volume of fluid sample in the absorbent member, 

inserting the sample collector into the receiving cup and moving the sample collector to the 

second, locked position, and determining the presence or amount of analyte in the fluid sample.

[0012] In one embodiment the fluid sample is saliva, and the saliva is placed in the 

absorbent member by placing the sample collector into the mouth of a test subject.

[0013] The summary of the invention described above is not limiting and other 

features and advantages of the invention will be apparent from the following detailed 

description, as well as from the claims.

Brief Description of the Drawings

[0014] Figure 1 is a perspective view of a device of the invention for detecting the 

presence or amount of an analyte in a fluid sample.

[0015] Figure 2 is an exploded view of a device of the invention.

[0016] Figure 3 is a perspective view of a device of the invention, where the sample 

collector is in the first position and the sample collector and receiving cup are separated.

[0017] Figure 4 is a perspective view of a device of the invention in the second, locked 

position. Illustrated is a procedure for extracting sample from a device that has previously 

been loaded with sample. In this embodiment sample is extracted from the sampling hole

3
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using a pipette.

[0018 J Figure 5 is a cross-sectional view of a device of the invention in the first 

position, where the absorbent material (here a sponge) is uncompressed.

[0019] Figure 6 is a cross-sectional view of a device of the invention in the second,

5 locked position, where the absorbent material is compressed.

[0020) Figure 7 is a cross-sectional view of a device of the invention illustrating the 

sample storage area in the device.

[0021] Figure 8 is a cross-sectional view of a device of the invention showing the 

sample collector in the first position, where the absorbent material (here a sponge) is

10 uncompressed.

[0022] Figure 9 is a cross-sectional view of a device of the invention, showing the 

sample collector in the second, locked position, where the absorbent material (here a sponge) is 

compressed.

Detailed Description

15 [0023] Referring to Figure 1, a compact device 100 for delecting the presence or

amount of an analyte In a fluid sample in accordance with a first embodiment of the present 

invention is illustrated in its assembled status. In the embodiment depicted in the Figures the 

device contains a flattened handle 104 for gripping the device and a sample collector 102 

that contains a compressible absorbent member for collecting the fluid sample. The handle

20 can take any convenient form or shape. Also illustrated is a receiving cup 106 for receiving 

and holding the sample collector. The embodiment in Figure 1 is shown assembled, with the 

sample collector secured in a locked position within the receiving cup. The components of the 

device are conveniently formed out of molded plastic parts, but any suitable materials can be 

used. "Compressible" refers to the characteristic of a material where the shape of the

25 materia] can be distorted by mechanical pressure so as to wring fluid from the material when 

the material is holding a fluid.

[0024] In Figure 2, the sample collector 102 is illustrated in an exploded view. A 

receiving cup 106 for receiving and holding the sample collector 102 therein is shown. The

4
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sample collector 102 has a lower casing 203 and an upper casing 205. In this embodiment the 

test element 207 is conveniently located inside the sample collector 102. A viewing window 

223 can be included in the upper casing 205 to facilitate observation of the test result. In the 

embodiment depicted, a bibulous material 225 (e.g., filter paper) is situated between the outlet

5 of the passageway 503 and the test element 207. The bibulous material 225 absorbs fluid

released by the absorbent member 213 and transports it to the test element(s) 207, and therefore 

provides for fluid communication between the passageway and the test element The device is 

designed so that the bibulous material 225 will not absorb and transport more fluid than can be 

loaded onto the test element without causing flooding of the test element Excess fluid that

10 reaches the bibulous material 225 passes through the outlet of the passageway 503 and is

prevented from flowing to the test element 207 so as to prevent flooding of the test element 207. 

By structures being in "fluid communication" is meant that fluid passing from one structure will 

pass into the other with which it is in fluid communication. Thus, when the passageway is in 

fluid communication with the test element, fluid passing through the passageway passes

15 through the bibulous material and into the test element The passageway, bibulous material,

and test element may make direct physical contact or there may be a gap between them, but are 

retained in fluid communication. The absorbent member can be made of any material that 

absorbs and holds fluid. In one embodiment the absorbent member is a sponge, but in other 

embodiments it can be an absorbent paper, nylon, cotton, or any other material that can absorb

20 and hold fluid. A "bibulous material" is a material that absorbs and allows capillary transport 

of a fluid. Examples include, but are not limited to, filter paper or other types of absorbent 

paper, certain nylons, nitrocellulose, and other materials with the stated characteristics. With 

reference to the present disclosure the person of ordinary skill in tire art will realize additional 

materials appropriate to form these structures.

25 (0025) In the embodiment depicted the sample collector 102 is formed by connecting

tire upper casing 205 and the lower casing 203 together, with the test element 207 and the 

bibulous material 225 housed inside the casings. In other embodiments the sample collector 

can be formed as a single solitary unit, or formed of other parts than those depicted here. In 

the embodiment depicted, snap tabs 219 are provided on the sample collector base 209, which

5
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mate with receiving holes 221 provided on the test element holder 201, thus securing the two 

parts together in this embodiment. In assembling the sample collector 102, the proximal end 

of the sample collector 102 is inserted into the open end of the sample collector base 209 and 

the snap tabs 219 are engaged with the corresponding receiving holes 221. Γη other

5 embodiments, the snap tabs and receiving holes are replaced or supplemented by other suitable 

methods of joining the components, for example a screw connection, complementary parts that 

snap into place to secure the connection, or gluing, or any suitable method. In this 

embodiment, the upper casing 205 and the lower casing 203 are assembled to form a flattened 

handle for manually gripping the sample collector 102. Furthermore, the various parts of the

10 device can be mated together by any convenient means. In various embodiments the parts can 

be mated as described above by using snap tabs or other parts that fit snuggly together, or by 

gluing, heat sealing, or any other suitable method.

[0026] The "test clement" can be any assaying device that provides a detectable result. 

In some embodiments the test element is a test"strip (e.g., a lateral flow test strip). The test

15 strip can have specific binding molecules immobilized on the test strip and reagents for

performing an immunoassay, such as a lateral flow assay. But in various other embodiments 

the test strip is configured with a chemical test, a biologically based test (e.g., an enzyme Or 

ELISA assay), or a fluorescence-based assay. But in still other embodiments the test element 

can have other reagents necessary to conduct any suitable test that provides a detectable result.

20 In one embodiment the test element contains reagents for detecting the presence of a drug of 

abuse. However, in other embodiments the test element can be any element that provides an 

indicator of the result of the assay. For example, a chemical or biological indicator can be 

utilized.

[0027] When the test element is a test strip, it can consist of a bibulous matrix (e.g.,

25 nitrocellulose) and/or other suitable materials. The matrix can have a sample loading zone, a 

reagent or label zone, and a detection zone. These types of test strips are known in the art and, 

with reference to the present disclosure, the person of ordinary skill will realize the variety of 

test strips that are useful in the present invention. In some embodiments a sample loading 

zone is present at one end of the test strip for the application of sample to the test strip.

6
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Reagents for conducting the assay or conditioning the sample can also be present at the sample 

loading zone, or they can be present in a separate reagent zone or label zone on the test strip. 

These reagents can serve a variety of purposes, for example preparing the sample for optimal 

binding with a specific binding molecule, or improving the stability of an analyte of interest.

5 [0028] The sample containing the analyte detected by the device can be any fluid

sample. Examples of fluid samples suitable for testing with the present invention include oral 

fluid, saliva, whole blood, blood serum, blood plasma, twine, spinal fluid, biological swabs, 

mucus, and tissue. "Saliva" refers to rhe excretions of the salivary glands. "Oral fluid" is 

any fluid present in the buccal cavity.

10 [0029] The analyte whose presence or amount is detected can be any analyte for which

a test element can be made. In one embodiment the analyte is a drug of abuse. Other 

examples of analytes of interest include a hormone, a protein, a peptide, a nucleic acid molecule, 

an etiological agent, and a specific binding pair member. A "drug of abuse" (DOA) is a drug 

that is taken for ηοη-medicinal reasons (usually for mind-altering effects). The abuse of such

15 drugs can lead to physical and mental damage and (with some substances) dependence,

addiction and even death. Examples of DOAs include cocaine; amphetamines (e.g·, black 

beauties, white bennies, dextroamphetamines, dexies, beans); methamphetamines (crank, meth, 

crystal, speed); barbiturates (Valium®, Roche Pharmaceuticals, Nutley, New Jersey); sedatives 

(i.e. sleep-aids); lysergic acid diethylamide (LSD); depressants (downers, goofballs, barbs, blue

20 devils, yellow jackets, hides); tricyclic antidepressants (TCA, e.g., imipramine, amitriptyline 

and doxepin); phencyclidine (PCP); tetrahydrocannabinol (THC, pot, dope; hash, weed, etc.); 

and opiates (e.g., morphine, opium, codeine, heroin, oxycodone).

[0030] In the embodiment shown in the Figures, the sample collector 102 also contains 

a sample collector base 209. In this embodiment the sample collector base 209 has screw

25 threads 227 to facilitate securing the sample collector 102 within the receiving cup 106 in a 

locked position. In this embodiment the sample collector 102 also has plunger bead 217 for 

securing the absorbent member 213 to the sample collector 102, and an extender 215 for 

mounting tire absorbent member at a position so that it is comfortable for the test subject to hold 

in the mouth. The absorbent member 213 can be made of absorbent material such as sponge

7
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or sponge-like material, or another material that has the capacity to absorb and hold liquid 

sample. When the absorbent material is a sponge, it can be of natural or synthetic origin. In 

the embodiment illustrated, the absorbent member 213 is a cylindrically-shaped sponge material 

suitable for placing into the mouth of a test subject to collect saliva. But in other embodiments

5 the absorbent member can be of any suitable and convenient shape. In certain embodiments 

the absorbent member 213 is treated with a chemical component (e.g., citrate or another 

chemical) to promote the secretion of saliva. The absorbent member 213 can be affixed to the 

distal end of the extender 215 by any suitable means, for example, glue, epoxy, heat bonding or 

any other means that achieves a firm bonding or otherwise secures the absorbent member to the

10 distal end of the extender. The extender 215 can also have a plunger head 217, to which the

absorbent member 213 is bound.

[0031] In the embodiment depicted the sample collector base 209 is substantially 

barrel or cylindrically shaped and opens at its distal end to receive the proximal end of the test 

element holder 201. The parts of the sample collector base 209 and the test element holder

15 201 arc conveniently designed to be complementary, and to be fitted together by any suitable

means, such as by snapping together or by gluing, or any other suitable method.

[0032] In the embodiment depicted the receiving cup 106 has a substantially barrel 

shape having a bottom portion 501 and a flared, circumferential side wall 502. As illustrated 

in Figs. 5-7, tire bottom portion 501 is suitable for receiving the absorbent member 213 and the

20 side wall 502 is suitable for receiving the sample collector base 209. In this embodiment 

receiving threads 505 are provided inside the open end of the side wall 502 and which mate 

with the screw threads 227 on the base 209 of the sample collector 102. Therefore, in one 

embodiment the sample collector 102 is screwed into the receiving cup 106 and placed in the 

locked position by engaging the screw threads of the sample collector base with the receiving

25 threads of the receiving cup.

[0033] In embodiments using "screw threads" and "receiving threads," the screw 

threads can be inserted into the receiving threads to fasten the two components together in the 

locked position. Alternatively, the receiving cup can have screw threads and the sample 

collector can have the receiving threads. But in other embodiments other methods can be used

8
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to fasten the sample collector and receiving cup in the locked position. For example, a snap fit 

connection or other structures that place the sample collector and receiving cup into a locked 

position can be used. In other embodiments the receiving cup can fit snuggly over the base of 

the sample collector and thereby form a seal through which fluid sample cannot leak from the 

device. Sealing structures such as O-rings are used in some embodiments, but a seal through 

which fluid sample cannot leak can be formed even without use of such structures. In some 

embodiments the sample collector and receiving cup will be reversibly fastened so that the 

device can be placed into a locked position and later moved to an unlocked position. But in 

other embodiments the fastening need not be reversible, only that sample can be conveniently 

withdrawn from the device for confirmation testing.

[0034] One embodiment of the locked position of the device is illustrated in Figure 6. 

When in the locked position, the open end of the receiving cup 106 is covered or obstructed by 

the sample collector base 209. An enclosed space 601 for storing fluid is present in the 

receiving cup and in one embodiment is defined between the inner surface 603 of the plunger 

head 217 and the interior surface 605 of the sample collector base 209. In one embodiment, 

the receiving cup is sealed from fluid communication with the exterior of the device by a 

sealing means, such as an O-ring 607 provided between the circumferential outer surface of the 

sample collector base 209 and the inner surface of the side wall 502. But in other 

embodiments, the mechanism for sealing the device can be other parts that fit snuggly together, 

other materials that accomplish a sealing by blocking fluid movement between the interior and 

exterior of the device (e.g., plastic, rubber materials), or by an O-ring provided in another 

location, such as between the circumferential outer surface of the plunger head and the inner 

surface of the side wall.

[0035] By a “locked” position is meant that the sample collector and receiving cup are 

fastened together into a unitary device so that fluid sample does not leak from the device, and 

the device can be safely and conveniently transported for confirmation testing. In one 

embodiment, the sample collector has screw threads and the receiving cup has receiving threads 

that are engaged to join the sample collector and receiving cup and seal the fluid sample within 

the device. In another embodiment the sample collector can have the receiving threads and the

9
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receiving cup can have the screw threads. In still other embodiments the locked position can 

be achieved through other structures. For example, tabs that snap together to join the two 

components, or other parts that fit snuggly and hold the two components together. In one 

embodiment the absorbent member of the device is compressed when the sample collector is in 

the locked position.

[0036] With respect to Figure 5, an assembled sample collector is depicted being 

inserted into the receiving cup 106. Figure 5 also illustrates that in this embodiment the 

extender 215 is hollow in its central area to provide a passageway 503 for fluid from the 

absorbent member to the test element (through the bibulous material). The passageway 503 

has an inlet 507 for receiving fluid from the absorbent member 213 and an outlet 509 for 

discharging fluid to a test element. In other embodiments other structures can be used to allow 

for sample to enter the test element. For example, the bibulous material may be extended to 

reach the sample in the device, or other channels can be utilized to carry sample fluid to the test 

element.

[0037] In one embodiment, a sampling hole 229 is present in the side wall of the 

receiving cup and can be covered by and sealed with a plug 231 during testing of the sample 

and transportation of the device. When the device is received at a clinical testing facility, the 

plug 231 can be removed and the operator can remove a sample for confirmation testing. In 

one embodiment the sample is conveniently removed by the operator using a pipette or other 

sampling device when the plug is opened. The device conveniently remains in the locked 

position but still allows for withdrawal of sample fluid. In one embodiment a plurality of ribs 

233 are formed around the side wall to reinforce it and to provide ease in gripping the receiving 

cup portion of the device.

[0038] Describing a use of the embodiment of the invention depicted in Figs. 1-7, the 

absorbent member 213 of the sample collector 102 is placed into the mouth of a test subject and 

is easily supported in the mouth by use of the plunger head 217. The absorbent member is 

thus filled with saliva. Then, as shown in Fig. 5, the sample collector 102 is inserted into the 

receiving cup and positioned in a first position within the receiving cup, in which the absorbent 

member is uncompressed and filled with saliva sample. Its proximal end 301 may or may not

10
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abut against the bottom surface 511 of the receiving cup. The sample collector 102 is moved 

axially into the receiving cup and rotated to a second, locked position. In this embodiment, 

when the device is in the locked position the absorbent member is compressed and the screw 

threads 227 of the sample collector base 209 are engaged with the receiving threads 505 of the

5 receiving cup 106. In the locked position the sample collector is fastened into the receiving 

cup, and fluid does not leak from the device. Fluid sample collected in the absorbent member 

is extracted by the mechanical pressure of compressing the absorbent member when the sample 

collector is placed into the locked position. This causes a portion of fluid sample to flow 

through the passageway 503 and onto the bibulous material 225 of the test element 207. After

10 a period of minutes necessary for the assay to be completed, the presence or amount of analyte

in the fluid sample is determined. When the absorbent material 213 is compressed, another 

portion of the fluid sample is squeezed into the closed space 601 for confirmation testing at a 

later time, for example at a clinical testing facility. For confirmation testing, the plug 235 is 

removed and the stored fluid sample is easily recovered through the sampling hole 229 using a

15 pipette 401.

[0039] In Figures 8 and 9, another embodiment of the invention is illustrated. In this 

embodiment the test element holder is directly connected to the receiving cup 106 and is not 

attached to the sample collector. With reference to Figure 8, the device 100 comprises a 

sample collector 102 and a receiving cup 106, with the test element holder 801 extending from

20 the receiving cup. The sample collector 102 contains an absorbent member 213. In one

embodiment a handle 803 for manually gripping the sample collector 102 is present on the test 

element holder. In this embodiment the extender is not hollow, and fluid does not pass 

through a passageway in the extender to arrive at the test element. Rather, fluid sample passes 

through the channel 807 in the bottom portion 501 of the receiving cup 106. By two structures

25 being "directly connected" is meant that contact exists between at least some portion of the two 

structures.

[0040] In different embodiments a test element handle 805 can also be present on the 

test element holder 801. In cross-sectional view of Figure 8, there is a channel 807 present in 

the bottom portion 501 of the receiving cup 106. In one embodiment a socket 809 is present

11
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on the receiving cup suitable for attaching and holding the test element holder 801 in place on 

the receiving cup is provided on the bottom portion 501. Referring to Figure 8, in use the test 

clement holder 801 is inserted in the socket 809 and fixed in place so that the absorbent 

material 213 is placed into fluid communication with the bibulous material 225, and therefore

5 also at least one test element 207 through the channel 807.

Figure 9 depicts a cross-sectional view, wherein the receiving.threads 505 mate with the

screw threads 227 to place the receiving cup 106 and the sample collector 102 in a locked 

position, where the absorbent member 213 is thereby compressed.

10 Example 1

[0041] One hundred thirty saliva samples were collected from one hundred thirty test 

subjects using a sample collector described herein, by placing the sample collector in the mouth 

of the subject until it was filled with saliva. After loading with sample, the sample collectors 

were placed into a receiving cup of the device, the absorbent member compressed, and the

15 sampl e extracted. Thirty of the samples were spiked with a mixture of drugs of abuse,

including amphetamines, cocaine, methamphetamine, opiates, THC, and phencyclidine. The 

sample collector had screw threads and the receiving cup receiving threads. The device was 

then placed into the locked position to retain sample within the device, and the assay was 

automatically begun. After 10 minutes, tire result was recorded as positive or negative. Each

20 device was configured with two test strips, which each tested for three drugs of abuse.

Between the two test strips, the following six drugs of abuse were tested for: amphetamines 

(AMP), cocaine (COC), methamphetamine (MET), opiates (OPI), tetra-hydrocannabinol (THC), 

and phencyclidine (PCP).

[0042] The one hundred samples that had not been spiked with a drug of abuse all

25 tested negative. The thirty samples that had been spiked with the mixture of drugs all

provided a positive result for each of the six drugs, with the exception that only 28 of the 30 

samples tested positive for THC.

[0043] A confirmation test using a well-accepted procedure was then performed on

these samples. In the confirmation test, all thirty samples tested positive for all six drugs.
30
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[0044] The invention illustratively described herein may be practiced in the absence of 

any element or elements, limitation or limitations that are not specifically disclosed herein. 

The terms and expressions "which have been employed are used as terms of description and not 

of limitation, and there is no intention that in the use of such terms and expressions of excluding 

any equivalents of the features shown and described or portions thereof but it is recognized that 

various modifications are possible within the scope of the invention claimed Thus, it should 

be understood that although the present invention has been specifically disclosed by various 

embodiments and optional features, modification and variation of the concepts herein disclosed 

may be resorted to by those skilled in the art, and that such modifications and variations are 

considered to be within the scope of this invention as defined by the appended claims.

[0045] The contents of the articles, patents, and patent applications, and ail other 

documents and electronically available information mentioned or rated herein, are hereby 

incorporated by reference in their entirety to the same extent as if each individual publication 

was specifically and individually indicated to be incorporated by reference. Applicants . 

reserve the right to physically incorporate into this application any and all materials and 

information from any such articles, patents, patent applications, or other documents.

Where the terms “comprise”, “comprises”, “comprised” or “comprising” 

are used in this specification, they are to be interpreted as specifying the presence of the 

stated features, integers, steps or components referred to, but not to preclude the 

presence or addition of one or more other feature, integer, step, component or group 

thereof.

Further, any prior art reference or statement provided in the specification 

is not to be taken as an admission that such art constitutes, or is to be understood as 

constituting, part of the common general knowledge in Australia.

13
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The Claims defining the invention are as follows:

1. A device for detecting the presence or amount of an analyte in a fluid sample 

comprising:

5 a sample collector comprising a compressible absorbent member for collecting the

fluid sample,

a receiving cup for receiving and holding the sample collector within the receiving 

cup, the sample collector having a first position and a second, locked position 

within the receiving cup, the absorbent member being uncompressed in the first

10 position and being compressed and held within the cup in the second, locked

position;

the sample collector comprising at least one test element having reagents for 

detecting the presence or amount of the analyte in the fluid sample, the test element 

being in fluid communication with the absorbent member when the sample collector

15 is in the second, locked position.

2. The device of claim 1 wherein the sample collector comprises a test element holder 

housing the test element.

20 3. The device of claim 2 wherein the test element is in fluid communication with the

absorbent member through a passageway in the sample collector connecting the 

absorbent member and the test element.

4. The device of claim 3 wherein an absorbent pad is positioned between the

25 passageway and the test element and carries fluid from the passageway to the test

element.

5. The device of claim 1 wherein the sample collector and the receiving cup are joined 

by a snap fit connection when the sample collector is in the second, locked position.

30

14
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6. The device of claim 1 wherein the sample collector comprises circumferential screw 

threads, and the receiving cup comprises circumferential receiving threads.

7. The device of claim 6 wherein the screw threads and receiving threads are engaged

5 when the sample collector is in the second, locked position.

8. The device of claim 7 wherein the receiving cup is sealed from fluid 

communication with the exterior when the sample collector is in the second, locked 

position.

10

9. The device of claim 2, wherein the sample collector comprises a flattened handle 

for manually gripping the sample collector.

10. The device of claim 1, wherein:

15 (i) the sample collector further comprises circumferential screw threads and

the receiving cup comprises circumferential receiving threads, whereby 

the screw threads and receiving threads are engaged when the sample 

collector is in the second, locked position within the receiving cup; and

(ii) the receiving cup is directly connected to a test element holder containing

20 the at least one test element having reagents for detecting the presence or

amount of the analyte in the fluid sample, the test element being in fluid 

communication with the absorbent member when the sample collector is 

in the second, locked position.

25 11. The device of claim 10 wherein the test clement holder comprises a flattened handle

for manually gripping the sample collector.

12. The device of claim 10 or 11, wherein the absorbent member is in fluid 

communication with the test element through a channel in the receiving cup when

30 the sample collector is in the second, locked position.

15
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13. The device of any one of claims 10 to 12, wherein the receiving cup is sealed from 
fluid communication with the exterior when the sample collector is in the second, 
locked position.

5 14. The device of any one of claims 1 to 12, wherein the absorbent member is a sponge

suitable for placing in the mouth of a test subject, and the fluid sample is saliva.

15. The device of any one of claims 1 to 14, wherein the device further comprises an 
enclosed space for storing fluid that is present in the receiving cup.

10
16. The device of claim 15, wherein the enclosed space is defined between the inner 

surface of a plunger head of tire sample collector and the interior surface of the 
sample collector base.

15 17. The device of any one of claims 1 to 16, substantially as hereinbefore described.

16
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